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Taxes and Benefits for Individuals: Current State and Reform Options 
by Keith Rankin, 6 March 2010 

 
On Feb 8 Scoop published my article Personal Income Tax Reform in New Zealand, which looks 
at taxes for individual New Zealand wage and salary earning tax residents. 
 
Taxes were defined in two possible ways: (i) payments levied on individuals and payable to 
Inland Revenue; (ii) payments net of credits, levied on individuals, and payable to (and by) 
Inland Revenue. 
 
From an accounting (and policy) point of view, I will argue now that the first definition is best. 
Thus, philosophically, payments levied are taxes and credits paid are benefits. However, from an 
administrative viewpoint, the second definition is probably the best. 
 
The difference between the two approaches depends on how we define and account for tax 
credits. What are tax credits, and are they benefits? I argue that all tax concessions are tax 
credits, and that tax credits are benefits. It makes a huge difference to how we conceive and 
formulate tax and welfare policies. 
 
The administrative role of Inland Revenue (the IRD) is best defined as making levies on and 
paying credits to individuals. This leaves a role for the Department of Work and Income (WINZ) 
in paying to households benefits that require case management, realising that in many cases 
households are single-person entities. 
 
By dividing administrative responsibility this way, the IRD deals in matters of horizontal equity 
whereby all individuals are treated equally. Further, the IRD, in only dealing with individuals, 
need not require any information at all about their clients' partners, children, or other personal 
circumstances. The IRD would only need information about any person's income, business 
expenses, and their bank account number. (Horizontal equity means treating equals equally.) 
 
WINZ on the other hand should address vertical equity issues, by paying additional benefits, 
where appropriate, on the basis of exceptional household circumstances. (Vertical equity means 
treating unequals unequally.) WINZ, New Zealand's welfare agency, therefore does need the full 
set of household information on all members of households who apply to if for assistance. WINZ 
is in the business of case management, and its customers may be called "beneficiaries". Ideally, 
in any liberal capitalist democracy, a relatively small share of the adult population (maybe 10%, 
probably no more than 20%) would need to be beneficiaries. 
 
If we go back to democratic principles, it is very hard to argue against proportionality of tax 
liability. Everyone pays at the same percentage rate. The principles of classical economics – 
which date back 200 years, emphasise private over public property, and pre-date genuine 
democracy – suggest that the rate of tax should be low as well as proportional. Other principles – 
namely those which give emphasis to democracy and recognise public property rights – suggest 
that both equity and efficiency might be enhanced by a higher "flat" rate of tax than advocates of 
classical economics would accept. 
 
If we choose use the apparently technical language of refundable and non-refundable tax credits, 
a bigger picture emerges to suggest that – at the level of public accounting and policy-making – 
New Zealand already does have a tax-benefit system based around the "trust rate" of income tax 
presently set at 33% (plus 1.7% ACC levy giving 34.7%); a rate much higher than the rates 
(c. 25%) touted by the ACT Party and other prominent (and classically informed) advocates of 
flat taxes. 
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A non-refundable tax credit (NRTC) is any individual benefit (ie payment from government to 
individuals) that is paid, administratively, as a deduction from a person's tax liability. (In other 
words, it's a tax concession.) Thus, if a person earning $100,000 per annum has a proportional 
tax liability of $33,000 and is entitled to an NRTC of $8,000, then that person will pay $25,000 
to the IRD. From an administrative point of view, it's a $25,000 tax. From a public accounting 
point of view, it's a tax of $33,000 offset by a benefit of $8,000. 
 
By definition, a NRTC cannot exceed a person's tax liability. A refundable tax credit (RTC), on 
the other hand, is the same as a NRTC, except that it can exceed a person's tax liability. It is 
therefore more easily understood as a form of benefit. If our person earning $100,000 loses her 
job, she gets to keep her $8,000 tax credit if it is 'refundable', but loses it if it's 'non-refundable'. 
 
Let's consider the present and future possibilities for a hypothetical single New Zealand tax-
payer. She is aged 30, her name is Cathy, and she lives in Wellington where she pays $140 per 
week on her rental accommodation. She is repaying a student loan. At present, if she has no 
employment, she is entitled to two WINZ benefits: an unemployment benefit (UB) and an 
accommodation supplement (AS). Her tax-benefit thresholds are given in Table 1 below, along 
with her effective average and marginal tax rates. 
 

Table 1
NZ Income Tax Thresholds as at March 2010

gross net average marginal
rate rate

0 13,249.08     
2,684        15,551.95     -479.4% 14.2%
2,686        15,553.62     -479.1% 22.7%
4,159        16,692.25     -301.4% 22.7%
4,160        16,693.02     -301.3% 85.9%

18,302      18,687.04     -2.1% 85.9%
18,304      18,687.79     -2.1% 47.7%
19,083      19,095.21     -0.1% 47.7%
19,084      19,095.73     -0.1% 57.7%
23,998      21,174.35     11.8% 57.7%
23,999      21,174.78     11.8% -51942.3%
24,000      21,695.20     9.6% 57.7%
31,698      24,951.45     21.3% 57.7%
31,700      24,952.50     21.3% 32.7%
43,999      33,229.73     24.5% 32.7%
44,000      33,230.40     24.5% 45.7%
47,999      35,401.86     26.2% 45.7%
48,000      35,402.40     26.2% 44.7%
69,999      47,567.85     32.0% 44.7%
70,000      47,568.40     32.0% 49.7%

$ annual

person only, including benefits and student loan

© Keith Rankin

income tax plus ACC levy (1.7%)

 
 
If Cathy is unemployed she receives a total annual benefit of $13,249 made up from a weekly 
taxable unemployment benefit (UB) of $190.39 after tax and a weekly non-taxable 
accommodation supplement (AS) of $64.40. If Cathy gains up to $80 per week ($4,160 per year) 
of work, she gets to keep her benefits, but may move into a higher tax bracket. Thus at annual 
earnings of $2,686 ($51.65pw) she moves to a marginal tax rate of 22.7% (21% normal tax, 
1.7% ACC levy). 
 
Once she reaches $80 per week, her benefit is abated (ie clawed back) at 70 cents per dollar of 
extra earnings, creating an effective marginal tax rate (EMTR) of 85.9%. As Cathy's earnings 
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rise from $80 to $352 per week ($4,160 to $18,304 per year) she keeps only 14.1% of her 
additional earnings. Once her part-time wages exceed $352 per week, she becomes better off by 
coming off the UB while qualifying for an AS that's abated at 25 cents per extra dollar earned, 
giving an EMTR of 47.7%.. 
 
However, at $367 per week ($19,084) Cathy must now make payments on her student loan (SL). 
This raises her EMTR to 57.7%. Cathy now keeps 42.3% of her extra wages. 
 
Cathy gains some relief if she can get her annual earnings up to $24,000. She now qualifies for 
the $520 per annum Independent Earner Tax Credit (IETC), which brings her average tax rate 
down, while keeping her marginal rate at 57.7%. 
 
Once Cathy's earnings rise to $31,700, she no longer receives any AS, so she now pays tax at the 
marginal rate of 32.7% (21% ordinary tax, 1.7% ACC levy, 10% student loan repayment). At 
this point she ceases to be a client of Work and Income, but she continues to receive tax 
concessions (ie non-refundable tax credits) from IRD. If Cathy was not paying back a student 
loan, Table 1 would change for higher earnings, and would become Table 1a below. 
 

Table 1a
NZ Income Tax Thresholds as at March 2010

gross net average marginal
rate rate

0 13,249.08     
2,684         15,551.95     -479.4% 14.2%
2,686         15,553.62     -479.1% 22.7%
4,159         16,692.25     -301.4% 22.7%
4,160         16,693.02     -301.3% 85.9%

18,302       18,687.04     -2.1% 85.9%
18,304       18,687.79     -2.1% 47.7%
19,083       19,095.21     -0.1% 47.7%
19,084       19,095.73     -0.1% 47.7%
23,998       21,665.75     9.7% 47.7%
23,999       21,666.28     9.7% -51952.3%
24,000       22,186.80     7.6% 47.7%
31,698       26,212.85     17.3% 47.7%
31,700       26,214.10     17.3% 22.7%
43,999       35,721.23     18.8% 22.7%
44,000       35,722.00     18.8% 35.7%
47,999       38,293.36     20.2% 35.7%
48,000       38,294.00     20.2% 34.7%
69,999       52,659.35     24.8% 34.7%
70,000       52,660.00     24.8% 39.7%

$ annual

person only, including benefits, no student loan

© Keith Rankin

income tax plus ACC levy (1.7%)

 
 
Table 2 (below) shows Cathy's gross and net position, expressed in the conventional way, as in 
Table 1a, in the left-hand panel, and showing the full benefit breakdowns in the right-hand panel. 
To conform with accounting principles derived from the principle of horizontal equity, Cathy's 
correct post-tax private earnings are displayed as gross earnings less a flat rate tax of 34.7% 
(33% trust rate plus 1.7% ACC employee levy). Thus for example, if Cathy incurs an annual 
wage of $15,000 to her employer(s), $9,795 – $15,000 less 34.7% – represents her private share 
of that wage, and the remaining $5,205 represents the public share. All benefits, including tax 
credits, are paid out of public income, to which she has contributed $5,205 as income tax. 
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Table 2 * Post-Tax
NZ Income Tax Thresholds as at March 2010 Post-Tax Unemploy Accom Tax Total Earnings

Earnings ment Ben Suppl Credit Benefits + Benefits
gross net average marginal $  gross $   UB $   AS $   TC $ $ net

less 34.7% ( WINZ ) ( WINZ ) ( IRD )
0 13,249          0 9,900 3,349 0 13,249 13,249

2,684         15,552          -479.4% 14.2% 1,753           9,900 3,349 550             13,799        15,552
2,686         15,554          -479.1% 22.7% 1,754           9,900 3,349 551             13,800        15,554
4,159         16,692          -301.4% 22.7% 2,716           9,900 3,349 727             13,976        16,692
4,160         16,693          -301.3% 85.9% 2,716           9,900 3,349 727             13,977        16,693
5,000         16,811          -236.2% 85.9% 3,265           9,312 3,349 885             13,546        16,811

11,909       17,786          -49.3% 85.9% 7,777           4,476 3,349 2,184          10,009        17,786
15,000       18,221          -21.5% 85.9% 9,795           2,312 3,349 2,765          8,426          18,221
18,302       18,687          -2.1% 85.9% 11,951         1 3,349 3,386          6,736          18,687
18,304       18,688          -2.1% 47.7% 11,953         0 3,349 3,386          6,735          18,688
19,084       19,096          -0.1% 47.7% 12,462         0 3,154 3,480          6,634          19,096
20,000       19,575          2.1% 47.7% 13,060         0 2,925 3,590          6,515          19,575
23,999       21,666          9.7% -51952.3% 15,671         0 1,925 4,070          5,995          21,666
24,000       22,187          7.6% 47.7% 15,672         0 1,925 4,590          6,515          22,187
30,000       25,325          15.6% 47.7% 19,590         0 425 5,310          5,735          25,325
31,698       26,213          17.3% 47.7% 20,699         0 0 5,514          5,514          26,213
31,700       26,214          17.3% 22.7% 20,700         0 0 5,514          5,514          26,214
40,000       32,630          18.4% 22.7% 26,120         0 0 6,510          6,510          32,630
43,999       35,721          18.8% 22.7% 28,731         0 0 6,990          6,990          35,721
44,000       35,722          18.8% 35.7% 28,732         0 0 6,990          6,990          35,722
47,999       38,293          20.2% 35.7% 31,343         0 0 6,950          6,950          38,293
48,000       38,294          20.2% 34.7% 31,344         0 0 6,950          6,950          38,294
69,999       52,659          24.8% 34.7% 45,709         0 0 6,950          6,950          52,659
70,000       52,660          24.8% 39.7% 45,710         0 0 6,950          6,950          52,660
75,000       55,675          25.8% 39.7% 48,975         0 0 6,700          6,700          55,675
80,000       58,690          26.6% 39.7% 52,240         0 0 6,450          6,450          58,690

tax rate    

March 2010, Annual Benefits

* Accounting perspective based on current effective flat tax of 34.7%© Keith Rankin

income tax plus ACC levy (1.7%)

$ annual

person only, including benefits, no student loan

 
 
Cathy's total benefits are the difference in her actual disposable (ie net) income and her private 
post tax earnings. Thus for gross earnings of $15,000, she receives $18,221 which exceeds her 
$9,795 private earnings by $8,426. Her total benefit of $8,426 – paid out of public funds – is 
broken down into three components: unemployment benefit (UB) of $2,312; accommodation 
supplement (AS) of $3,349; tax credit of $2,765. 
 
If we glance down the "total benefits" column, we see that the minimum benefit payable is over 
$5,500. Every individual (except some on very high incomes not shown) qualifies for and 
receives a benefit. Most people currently receive total cash benefits above $6,000. We can see 
that the present system conforms quite well to the principles of horizontal equity – treating 
equals equally – once we account for it in this way. Tax is incurred at 34.7%, benefits 
approaching $7,000 are paid. In addition, principles of vertical equity are applied to individuals 
with earnings below $18,000 who most likely face some special circumstance that prevents them 
from having adequate private earnings. The tax system is far from broke. However it is clear that 
workers on below-average wages are receiving too little in the way of tax credits. 
 
The tax scales can easily be improved, enhancing efficiency and equity. Use of an appropriate 
tax-benefit accounting system – as I have done in Table 2 – suggests ways we can make 
improvements. (Readers should be reminded that no issues relating to children are addressed 
here. The findings shown here will be applied to families with children later this month.) 
 
The most obvious question is: Why should a person on $44,000 get a benefit – in the form of a 
tax credit – of nearly $7,000 whereas someone on $31,000 gets a benefit close to $5,500? There 
is no answer based on principle. It's simply a result of the ad hoc nature of our tax scales. Tables 
3a and 3b show ways that we can iron out these benefit-wrinkles, through a full application of 
the principle of horizontal equity, combined with a lesser application of the principle of vertical 
equity. The final columns of Tables 3 show the variations in post-tax income that would arise. 
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Table 3a * March 2010 Alternative 1, Smoothed Taxes and Benefits
Post-Tax WINZ Tax Total Post-Tax
Earnings Benefit Credit Benefits Income effective effective difference

$  gross $  gross $ $ $ $ net average marginal (net) from
as Table 2 less 34.7% tax rate rate Table 2 ($)

0 0 6,072.00 6,950    13,022     13,022     -227   
2,686       1,754       5,392.44 6,950    12,342     14,096     -424.8%  60.0%  -1,457   
4,160       2,716       5,019.52 6,950    11,970     14,686     -253.0%  60.0%  -2,007   
5,000       3,265       4,807.00 6,950    11,757     15,022     -200.4%  60.0%  -1,789   

11,909     7,777       3,059.02 6,950    10,009     17,786     -49.3%  60.0%  0   
15,000     9,795       2,277.00 6,950    9,227       19,022     -26.8%  60.0%  801   
18,304     11,953     1,441.09 6,950    8,391       20,344     -11.1%  60.0%  1,656   
20,000     13,060     1,012.00 6,950    7,962       21,022     -5.1%  60.0%  1,447   
23,999     15,671     0.25 6,950    6,950       22,622     5.7%  60.0%  955   
24,000     15,672     0.00 6,950    6,950       22,622     5.7%  34.7%  435   
30,000     19,590     0.00 6,950    6,950       26,540     11.5%  34.7%  1,215   
31,700     20,700     0.00 6,950    6,950       27,650     12.8%  34.7%  1,436   
40,000     26,120     0.00 6,950    6,950       33,070     17.3%  34.7%  440   
44,000     28,732     0.00 6,950    6,950       35,682     18.9%  34.7%  -40   
48,000     31,344     0.00 6,950    6,950       38,294     20.2%  34.7%  0   
70,000     45,710     0.00 6,950    6,950       52,660     24.8%  34.7%  0   
80,000     52,240     0.00 6,950    6,950       59,190     26.0%  34.7%  500   

* As in Table 2, represents private earnings from accounting perspective.  
 
Horizontal equity works in Table 3a simply by applying a flat-rate tax of 34.7% – the current 
trust rate plus ACC levy applied to employee earnings – and paying an equal tax credit of 
$6,950. Negative equity is applied to persons grossing less than $24,000 through a WINZ benefit 
that serves as a combination of unemployment compensation and accommodation assistance. 
 
The result is that individuals earning over $24,000 would generally pay a tax of 34.7% on all 
additional dollars earned, while people with similar circumstances to Cathy would effectively 
pay 60 cents in the additional dollar due to a combination of taxes at 34.7 cents and their WINZ 
benefit eroding at 25.3 cents. 
 
Many will object because moving to such a tax scale represents a tax cut for persons earning 
over $70,000 per year, and because people on very low incomes appear to lose out. Certainly it 
has been widely argued that both persons on the current top tax rate of 39.7% (with ACC) and 
workers on below average wages need a tax break. Adapting the current system to equity 
principles achieves that for both groups. 
 
For those on lower earnings – essentially beneficiaries – there are two major gains. First, for 
beneficiaries earning more than $4,160 (80 per week), there are reduced penalties on additional 
part time work. They get to keep 40% rather than 14.1% of additional earnings. Second, for all 
beneficiaries, the major part of their benefit is payable as of right (as a tax credit) without having 
to have any contact with WINZ, the government welfare agency. Third, the WINZ benefit given 
here for zero earnings ($6,072) represents a simple example; that of a 30 year-old single person 
(Cathy) in the event of her unemployment. The case management process at WINZ would be 
able to set higher benefit levels for persons of greater need; that's the principle of vertical equity. 
 
The tax-benefit scales in Table 3a can be represented by just three parameters: (1) $6,950 
refundable tax credit amount; (2) 34.7% income tax rate, and (3) 60% beneficiary marginal rate. 
If the reforms suggested by this equity accounting approach were to be implemented, the focus 
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of debate would change. Persons on the political left might advocate a rise in parameters 1 and 2. 
Persons on the political right might favour a reduction in all three parameters. There would 
always be a way through which people at the bottom, middle or top of the income scale could be 
made better off. Debates about taxes and benefits would become much less arcane, much easier 
for voters and tax-payers to understand, and apply their own values to. 
 
In Table 3b I show an alternative set of tax-benefit scales, based on the same principles as Table 
3a. The refundable tax credit is raised from $6,950 to $8,000 per year, about $5 per week below 
the present unemployment benefit for young adults. The tax rate is raised 1½ percentage points, 
from 34.7% to 36.2%. And the beneficiary marginal rate is reduced from 60% to 57%. By 
making this change, persons grossing $70,000 per year remain unaffected. 
 

Table 3b * March 2010 Alternative 2, Smoothed Taxes and Benefits
Post-Tax WINZ Tax Total Post-Tax
Earnings Benefit Credit Benefits Income effective effective difference

$  gross $  gross $ $ $ $ net average marginal (net) from
as Table 2 tax rate rate Table 2 ($)

0 0 4,992.00 8,000    12,992     12,992     -257   
2,686       1,714       4,433.31 8,000    12,433     14,147     -426.7%  57.0%  -1,407   
4,160       2,654       4,126.72 8,000    12,127     14,781     -255.3%  57.0%  -1,912   
5,000       3,190       3,952.00 8,000    11,952     15,142     -202.8%  57.0%  -1,669   

11,148     7,598       2,187.70 8,000    10,188     17,786     -59.5%  57.0%  0   
15,000     9,570       1,872.00 8,000    9,872       19,442     -29.6%  57.0%  1,221   
18,304     11,678     1,184.77 8,000    9,185       20,863     -14.0%  57.0%  2,175   
20,000     12,760     832.00 8,000    8,832       21,592     -8.0%  57.0%  2,017   
23,999     15,311     0.21 8,000    8,000       23,312     2.9%  57.0%  1,645   
24,000     15,312     0.00 8,000    8,000       23,312     2.9%  36.2%  1,125   
30,000     19,140     0.00 8,000    8,000       27,140     9.5%  36.2%  1,815   
31,700     20,225     0.00 8,000    8,000       28,225     11.0%  36.2%  2,011   
40,000     25,520     0.00 8,000    8,000       33,520     16.2%  36.2%  890   
44,000     28,072     0.00 8,000    8,000       36,072     18.0%  36.2%  350   
48,000     30,624     0.00 8,000    8,000       38,624     19.5%  36.2%  330   
70,000     44,660     0.00 8,000    8,000       52,660     24.8%  36.2%  0   
80,000     51,040     0.00 8,000    8,000       59,040     26.2%  36.2%  350   

* As in Table 2, represents private earnings from accounting perspective.

less 36.2%

 
 
The alternative scale gives lesser tax reductions to persons grossing over $70,000. It gives 
greater gains for low-wage workers. And it gives greater incentives for beneficiaries to increase 
their hours of work. Perhaps most importantly, it sets the refundable tax credit at a level of 
$8,000 ($154 per week) that would ensure that many people who might be entitled to a small 
WINZ benefit to not bother to subject themselves to case management. In other words, on its 
own it would just suffice, for many people, as a short-term benefit to tide them over through a 
period of unemployment, sickness, or full-time study. 
 
With a single personal tax rate, set at the trust rate, opportunities for tax avoidance are reduced. 
Likewise, the resources required by WINZ (and other, eg Ministry of Education) bureaucracies 
would be markedly fewer. Principled simplicity can be as good for efficiency as for equity. 
 
Two questions arise: Does some unconditional income create "slackers", who choose to live off 
the efforts of others without contributing themselves? And is the tax-benefit system affordable at 
the illustrated rates? As a species concerned about equity, humans worry about non-contributors. 
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My answer to the first question is a qualified "no". Some people of working age may be able to 
live on $8,000 per year. They would impose a very low ecological footprint, and would for the 
most part be contributing to society in ways other than through paid work. More importantly, for 
those who worry about the indolence of others, reduced effective marginal tax rates and reduced 
conditionality of basic of benefit – now, after reform, paid by IRD rather than WINZ – frees up 
the supply side of the labour market, rewarding effort and enterprise across all income ranges. 
 
With the rates suggested, overworked people would be encouraged to work a bit less, because 
they would not lose any tax credits as a result of such a decision. On balance, by rewarding more 
people more for extra work, the labour supply effect is likely to be positive. Economic efficiency 
improves if people work less when the marginal cost of paid work exceeds the marginal benefit. 
 
Is the tax-benefit system affordable at these suggested rates? I believe that both the Table 3a and 
Table 3b options are fiscally viable. First, the net payments are for the most part quite similar to 
present net payments. Second, fewer people will rely on WINZ benefits for the majority of their 
disposable income. Third, the biggest breaks will go to people in work in the middle quartiles of 
the income distribution. They will be able to service their debts more easily, and save more 
readily, while continuing to spend, giving the country's economy the impetus it needs to grow. 
 
Fourth, in periods of recession or slow recovery, with relatively high unemployment, cyclical 
deficits in the public sector accounts are inevitable. Tax-benefit parameters based on horizontal 
equity contain inbuilt fiscal stabilisers that allow economies to tick over during downturns, 
reducing the duration or recessions; also generating fiscal surpluses during expansions. 
 
If under some criteria the parameters suggested prove fiscally unsustainable, then the remedy is 
simply to adjust one, two or all three parameters. For example, reducing the refundable tax 
credit, raising the trust tax rate, or raising the beneficiary marginal rate could all help to reduce a 
structural budget deficit, were such a deficit to exist. (Other measures to balance the books, if 
such a balancing were deemed necessary, might be to make adjustments to areas of the tax 
system other than personal income taxes; for example a reintroduction of death duties.) 
 
My hunch is that the increased economic freedom – made possible by transparent, efficient and 
equitable tax-benefit parameters – would in fact soon create pressures to reduce budget surpluses 
by paying out increased growth dividends in the form of increased tax credits. 
 
We can raise the standard of debate about taxes and benefits by improving the clarity of the 
public accounts, by showing rather than hiding the benefits that are currently counted as tax 
offsets. While effective debate about taxes and benefits always involves some degree of 
numeracy among our citizenry, nobody should have to be a maths genius to be able to evaluate 
the fairness or otherwise of the payments we make to and draw from the public accounts. 
 
It remains appropriate that, however transparent or opaque the presentation of the public 
accounts is, the IRD continues to be the agency that pays benefits that come in the form of 
individual tax credits – applying horizontal equity (Tables 3) or revealing horizontal inequity 
(Table 2) – while another agency (WINZ) pays all benefits that require case management 
(applying vertical equity). 
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